
Presenting… 
The Janken Deck!

Xerxes of Persia 

Original Artwork features Kings 
and Queens from around the world. 
The detailed patterns and weapons 
shown reflect their cultures and time 
in history. Visit the website gallery to 
discover who’s-who.

MSRP: $15 per deck 

Introductory offer: 
$90 Retail Store Package includes: 

10 Janken Decks 
Retail Display Box 

PLUS a free Bonus Deck for demos! 

www.JankenDeck.com/Retail

This one-of-a-kind deck offers something special for card 
players of all levels and ages. The versatile card design lets you play 
dozens of games with just one deck and the familiar game elements 
makes it easy to jump right in and play!

Online Support: Game rules are all posted on the 
website so the newest game updates can be found easily and there 
is no need to buy additional rule books. Even “How-to-Play” videos 
are available for players who don’t like to read rules!

The Janken Deck combines classic playing cards with Rock-Paper-Scissors logic for a whole new 
gaming experience! The bold new pip designs are easy to distinguish (even for color blind players) and the 
expanded rock-paper-scissors rules are simple enough for young players to follow. These plastic coated cards 
are printed in America with high quality card stock for a long lasting deck.

Something Fun for Everyone!

Background Story
I first heard about a five weapon version of Rock-Paper-Scissors when “Big Bang Theory” 

brought Rock-Paper-Scissors-Lizard-Spock from geek culture to mainstream during a 2012 episode. 
It occurred to me that this was a logic system that would let card suits trump each other without 
having any one high suit. Suddenly, so many more games were possible and I wanted to play them!

I got permission from the original creator of Rock-Paper-Scissors-Lizard-Spock to expand on 
his game, changed “Spock” to “Water” (for legal reasons) and got to work designing the pips and 
face cards. I wrote and tested dozens of new games for the deck, created a website for game rules 
and game play videos, then used Kickstarter to raise funds for the first printing. I chose the name 
“Janken" for the Japanese name of their game Rock-Paper-Scissors: “Jan-Ken”. 

I’m excited that now I can share my fun with the world!
Jeff Daymont, Artist and Creator of the Janken Deck

http://www.JankenDeck.com
http://www.JankenDeck.com

